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Abstract. In this paper, we propose an extension scheme of the re-
sult reconstruction method that we previously proposed. In the previous
method, we aimed to extract more relevant fragments without irrelevant
parts. Since the challenge of Ad hoc track in INEX 2010 is to gener-
ate “snippets” which return only small size of contents, we extend our
method along the concept of INEX 2010. To generate meaningful snip-
pets, we propose a novel way of extracting search results and adjust our
previous methods to be suitable one for restricted results in its text size.

Keywords: XML fragment search, result reconstruction method, mean-
ingful snippets

1 Introduction

The extensible markup language4 (XML) is a markup language for structured
documents that has become the de facto format for data exchange. A large
number of XML documents are available on the Web. We expect this trend to
continue in the future. As such, information retrieval techniques for searching
XML documents are very important and required in the field.

An XML fragment is usually defined as a part of a larger XML document.
The fragment is identified by the surrounding start and end tags. XML fragments
are, therefore, nested and have containment relationships with each other, which
can cause overlaps in XML fragments in an XML document. The key goal of
XML search is to obtain relevant XML fragments for a query instead of just
returning the entire XML documents. Therefore, XML search engines can gen-
erate a ranked list composed of a set of relevant XML fragments, while several
Web search engines return a set of entire Web documents. By isolating the XML

4 http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-xml/
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fragments, users do not need to identify the relevant XML fragments from the
larger XML documents.

INEX Ad hoc track requires a ranked list which contains relevant XML frag-
ments for a query. In addition to this, the Ad hoc track in 2010 requires very
restricted results in the text size. This constraint is reasonable because users
should want more focused results.

In our previous studies[5][6], we focused on how we identify the relevant frag-
ments without irrelevant parts in each document. Even though these methods
could improve search accuracy, they did not consider to return restricted results
because they aimed to extract relevant fragments as much as possible. Therefore,
we should modify these methods to return suitable results for the Ad hoc track
in 2010.

To tackle this challenge, we propose a method for returning ideal search
results. We consider the requirements of meaningful snippets while the previous
methods focused on how to identify the appropriate granular fragments, because
it returns very small sized texts as search results.

2 Result Reconstruction Method

In this section, we show our previous study[6]. In the study, we generate the re-
fined ranked list, which is composed of relevant and informative XML fragments.
As shown in Figure 1, the overview of the method is as follows:

DocID NodeID Score …1 1000 k .887 …2 2000 b .864 …3 1000 i .816 …4 3000 d .755 …5 2000 c .716 …6 1000 h .702 …

(1) Scoring each  fragment togain simple ranked list

...

Querying Database with SQL
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… 1000           d .253       …..
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(3) Proposing refinedranked list

(2) Generating a Set ofintegrated XML fragments(SIXF)

..… 1000           d .253       ….

Fig. 1. Overview of the previous study
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(1) We first score each XML fragment by using a scoring method to obtain a
simple ranked list. We use BM25E[9] to calculate relevance scores of each
fragment for a query.

(2) We extract XML fragments from a simple ranked list and generate a set of
relevant XML fragments by considering limitations of the XML fragment
length and reconstruction of XML fragments.

(3) To present a refined ranked list, we rank the XML fragments extracted from
Step (2); we re-rank and remove the XML fragments in the simple ranked
list and incorporate them into the refined ranked list.

Hereafter, we denote the set of relevant XML fragments generated in Step (2)
as the Set of Integrated XML Fragments (SIXF). Furthermore, to more readily
explain the process of generating the SIXF, we translate each XML fragment
into a tree structure. In general, XML documents can be translated into a tree
structure by representing tags as nodes in the tree. Each XML fragment in an
XML document is associated with a sub-tree in the entire XML tree of the XML
document.

2.1 Generating a Set of Integrated XML Fragments

To generate an SIXF, we extract the relevant XML fragments from the simple
ranked list generated in Step (1) of our method. Large XML fragments might
contain irrelevant fragments and decrease the search accuracy. Therefore, we
extract multiple relevant XML fragments from an XML document, as long as
their sizes are properly restricted.

One base line approach for generating a nonoverlapped ranked list of XML
fragments is to repeatedly extract XML fragments from a simple ranked list in
descending order of their rank unless an overlap occurs. The overlapped XML
fragments are simply discarded and ignored.

This operation continues as long as either a candidate of the XML fragments
remains in the search results or the text size of the extracted XML fragments
reaches a predefined upper limit5.

Next, we aim to reconfigure XML fragments in a simple ranked list to produce
results that are better than those of the established base line. We should consider
how to identify and extract XML fragments of appropriate lengths in order to
attain more accurate XML fragment search. We should also consider how to
handle overlapping results, which we ignored in the base line approach.

From the above discussion, we derive the following requirements:

Requirement 1:
Since the traditional search results include several large XML fragments, we
should impose an extraction limit on the fragment size.

5 In our experiments, we extracted 1,000 or less characters for each query. We extract
from the beginning of the string value in the text node to the end. When we obtain
the first 1,000 characters as a search result, we ignore the rest of the text in the
fragment.
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Requirement 2:
The extracted XML fragments are appropriately abbreviated and recon-
structed to resolve overlap problem.

Extraction Limit To satisfy Requirement 1, we need to limit the size of the
extracted XML fragments to an extraction limit (EL). Furthermore, we should
summarize each XML document, because showing entire documents in search
results is not effective. Therefore, we limit the extracted text size for each XML
document by defining the EL of an XML document D, whose document ID
(DocID) is as follows:

ELDocID = α · |DDocID| (1)

where |DDocID| is the size of the XML document DDocID and α is the ratio of
the size of the relevant fragment.

Given this definition, we extract XML fragments from a simple ranked list
when the text size of the XML fragments in the SIXF is less than EL. This
process repeats until its size exceeds EL.

Reconstructing Fragments To satisfy Requirement 2, we need to arrange the
extracted XML fragments so that the SIXF contains useful search results. For
generating a non-overlapped ranked list for the base line approach, we simply
eliminate the overlapping XML fragments. This may prevent us from extracting
relevant XML fragments. For example, in Figure 2, we assume that the XML
fragment rooted at node c is the most relevant one in the tree; however, we
cannot extract c if we have already extracted d.

1 2 43
ab cd

Fig. 2. Example of overwrite fragment

To address this problem, we search larger XML fragments and overwrite
them. As a result, these relevant fragments are all contained in the SIXF, while
the existing approaches extract the fragments with the higher score. As these
overwrite operations are applied, XML fragment lengths in the SIXF increase;
therefore, the overwrite operation is executed only when Requirement 1 is sat-
isfied.
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Again, consider Figure 2. Suppose that c has been extracted. If a is extracted,
a overwrites c, because it is larger than c. Furthermore, we discard d, because it
is smaller than c.

2.2 Generating a Refined Ranked List

After generating a SIXF, we score each XML fragment in the SIXF and finally
generate a refined ranked list. In this process, we aim to obtain informative XML
fragments for the higher ranked results. The simplest way to score these XML
fragments is to use BM25E, which is used in Step (1) of our method. Unless
noted otherwise, we use the BM25E score in the remainder of this paper.

In the following subsections, we propose two scoring methods for generating a
refined ranked list: (1) bottom-up scoring, which utilizes statistics of descendant
XML fragments in order to score an ancestor XML fragment; and (2) top-down
scoring, which utilizes statistics of an ancestor XML fragment in order to score
descendant XML fragments.

Bottom-Up Scoring The overwrite operation introduced in Section 2.1 is
executed when overlaps exist in the SIXF. In the overwrite operation, an ancestor
XML fragment is extracted in place of its descendants. The ancestor should be
ranked lower in a simple ranked list as compared to its descendants, implying that
the refined ranked list also treats the ancestor XML fragment as a lower rank if
BM25E is used. As a result, the originally higher-ranked XML fragments cannot
always be ranked higher. To score these XML fragments more appropriately, we
propose bottom-up scoring in order to give more reasonable scores to the XML
fragments that contain highly scored descendants.

When we score an XML fragment, we should consider the statistics of its de-
scendant fragments. Conversely, it is not appropriate that XML fragments with
low scores are ranked high. Therefore, we must integrate these scores properly.
Portions of text nodes in an ancestor XML fragment are composed of descendant
XML fragments; the scores of the text nodes in these descendants affect those
in the ancestors. Therefore, the bottom-up score should be calculated using the
BM25E score, as well as the ratio of the lengths of the ancestor XML fragment
and that of its descendants.

Let fa be an ancestor XML fragment and fd be the descendant fragment
with the highest score. We define the bottom-up (BU) scoring function as

sBU (fa) =
|fd|
|fa|

· s(fd) +
|fa| − |fd|

|fa|
· s(fa) (2)

where |fd| is the length of fd, |fa| is the length of fa, sBU (fa) is the bottom-up
score of fa, s(fa) is the BM25E score of fa, and s(fd) is the BM25E score of fd.

Top-Down Scoring Since query keywords may have numerous meanings, it
is often difficult to identify a proper one. One solution is to consider the co-
occurrence of query keywords. If an XML fragment contains several distinct
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query keywords in its text nodes, we can assume the XML fragment to be closely
related to the meaning of the given query keywords. In our previous study[5],
we obtained informative XML fragments by considering the number of distinct
query keywords in each XML fragment.

The larger XML fragments contain more query keywords, indicating that
larger XML fragments tend to be ranked higher. In other words, we might over-
look smaller XML fragments, although they are informative. To cope with this
problem, we propose a scoring method that is independent of XML fragment
size.

XML fragments contain numerous distinct query keywords and are identi-
fied as informative. Descendant XML fragments of these informative fragments
should also be informative. We, therefore, consider top-down scoring by calcu-
lating the ratio of the number of distinct query keywords contained in an XML
fragment to that of its top-level ancestor—i.e., the entire document.

Let f be a scored XML fragment and Df be an XML document associated
with f . We define the top-down (TD) scoring function as

sTD(f) = s(f) · count(Df ) (3)

where s(f) is the BM25E score of f and count(Df ) is the number of distinct
query keywords in Df .

2.3 Example of Generating SIXF and Refined Ranked List

In summary, we illustrate an example of generating a part of an SIXF in which
the document ID is 1,000 and its corresponding refined ranked list uses BU
scoring. Figure 3 provides a graphical view of this example.

Suppose that α = 1
3 , and |D1,000| = 300. Then, EL1,000 = α · |D1,000| =

100. Next, we introduce τ1,000, which is the total length of the extracted XML
fragments from document ID 1,000.

We first obtain a simple ranked list calculated in Step (1). The obtained XML
fragments are shown in the left table of Figure 3. For the sake of simplicity, we
assume that the list contains only the XML fragments whose document ID is
1,000.

We extract the XML fragment with the highest score, which is node k, from
the simple ranked list. Since the text length of k is 40 (< EL1,000), k is extracted.
This extraction process continues because τ1,000, which contains text node 33, is
less than EL1,000. Therefore, i is selected next, because i has the second-highest
score in the simple ranked list. Thus, i is extracted because τ1,000, which contains
text nodes 31 and 33, equals 50 (< EL1,000). Node h is the next candidate to
be extracted. Since i and k are the descendants of h, they are overwritten by h.
In particular, i and k are removed from the SIXF and h is added. At this point,
τ1,000 becomes 70, which is still less than EL1,000.

Next, the bottom-up scoring is applied. Equation (2) is used to score node
h(sBU (h)) =

40
70 · 0.887 + 70−30

70 · 0.702 = 0.808.
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NodeID Score Text size NewScore
k .887 40 .887
i .816 10 .816
h .702 70 .808
j .322 20 .322
d .256 25 .256
b .207 40 .207
a .194 300 .194
c .155 15 .155

={33} = 40
={31, 33} = 50

={31, 32, 33} = 70

2 4
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e f
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5
g . . .

100
z. . .

NodeID NewScore
h .808
d .256

(6) Part of
refined ranked list

simple ranked list

1000τ
1000τ

1000τ

1000τ
={2, 3, 4, 31, 32, 33} = 951000τ

Fig. 3. Processing flow of our method

Following Figure 3 further, d is also extracted. Nodes b and c fail to be
extracted because τ1,000 exceeds EL1,000. In the end, the SIXF is formed by
nodes d and h.

Finally, the refined ranked list is constructed by adding the scores calculated
via the bottom-up scoring into the SIXF. In the same manner, we generate com-
plete SIXF for all XML documents and construct the final refined ranked list in
the descending order of their scores.

2.4 Experimental Evaluation on INEX 2010

We performed our experimental evaluation by using the INEX 2010 test collec-
tion. We conducted experiments to compare the previous methods, SIXF,BU,
and TD, with the base line approach.

Note that our experiments show that EL, introduced in Section 2.1, does not
perform well. As a consequence, we do not apply this approach to the experi-
ments in the remaining subsections.

Table 1 shows that the precisions over the retrieved characters (char prec) of
SIXF are higher than those of the base line (non-overlapped ranked list). TD also
overwhelms the base line, and BU decreases its search accuracy when compared
with the base line.

As the result indicates, SIXF is the most effective in these methods, though
we reported that BU and TD are more effective than SIXF when the INEX 2008
test collection is used. Therefore, we should refine BU and TD scorings if we
utilize them for INEX 2010. In next section, we draw a rough sketch of our idea.
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Table 1. Comparison of previous methods

SIXF BU TD base line

char prec (INEX 2010) .3884 .3277 .3565 .3391

iP[.01] (INEX 2008) .6628 .6653 .6637 .6131

3 Investigation of Previous Methods and Exploration of
New Methods

Our previous methods[6] tried to extract slightly wider range of relevant frag-
ments. On the other hand, we should try to identify the fragments which can be
strongly relevant for a query because our method returns only small sized con-
tents for INEX 2010. Table 2 shows the average number of extracted fragments
of each query. It indicates that only one or a few more fragments per a query
are extracted. Therefore, we have to carefully determine which fragment is more
suitable as a search result because the search accuracy mainly depends on the
top-ranked result.

Table 2. Average Number of Extracted Fragments

SIXF BU TD base line

average number of
1.212 1.019 1.192 1.192

extracted fragments

This suggests that returning the fragments which are the most relevant for a
query, i.e., having the highest score, lead us better search results while Section
2.4 shows different. To be concrete, the base line which returns the fragments
with the highest score is less effective than SIXF which overwrites fragments and
extracts a larger fragment.

However, it does not mean that returning larger granular fragments shows
higher search accuracy because BU which gives higher score to the larger granular
fragments does not overwhelm the base line. In other words, it is not true that
search accuracy increases as the granularity of fragments becomes larger6.

From above discussion, it is more important to reveal the condition of strongly
relevant fragments for a query rather than to identify the granularity of them.
Therefore, we consider three aspects as follows:

– Two phase extraction
We find relevant contents after identifying relevant documents. The text size

6 Actually, the search accuracy of document retrieval is much lower than the base line
(char prec = .2044).
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of each fragment affects their score7. Therefore, we relax such effect through
two steps: 1) identifying a relevant document, and 2) extracting relevant
contents to improve search accuracy.

– Management of the range of extraction
In the step of returning search results in Section 2.4, we extract texts from
the beginning of the fragments. However, we can imagine that the range of
extracted texts in the fragments influences large effect on search accuracy
when we obtain not entire texts in each fragment but part of them. Therefore,
we suppose that it is reasonable to consider the condition of each fragment
to return appropriate search results.

– Improvement of previous methods
Some of our previous methods do not perform well as shown in Section 2.4.
This is why we try to modify the previous methods along the requirements
of INEX 2010. For example, BU which utilizes the statistics of descendant
fragments emphasizes the ratio of the text sizes of ancestor and descendant
fragments. It works well for INEX 2008. However, it does not take effect for
INEX 2010 because the granularity of fragments is not so important in 2010.
For this reason, we need to refine each scoring method.

4 Related Studies

There are two types of XML documents: (1) data-centric which mainly contain
single or compound term in their text nodes and (2) document-centric which
tend to contain natural languages in their text nodes[1]. The following subsec-
tions describe the existing studies related to both types of XML documents.
Although we are primarily interested in search techniques for document-centric
XML documents, information on data-centric XML documents will also be use-
ful.

4.1 Data-Centric XML

Data-centric XML documents generally describe only one term in their text
nodes. Therefore, studies investigating data-centric XML primarily focus on
searching query keywords. The existing research efforts to attain efficient XML
fragment search usually utilize the lowest common ancestor (LCA) approach[14].
As a part of this approach, the LCA itself may originate as the top-level com-
mon ancestor of arbitrary nodes in an XML tree; however, it is generally defined
as the deepest node containing all query keywords in its descendants. Research
involving LCA and XML fragments shows significant results related to efficient
XML search; however, such techniques do not perform well in the context of
accurate XML search. In other words, the retrieval accuracy of XML search en-
gines decreases when we use LCAs as the most appropriate XML fragments for
a given query[10].

7 To avoid this effect, BM25E[9] and TF-IPF[8] are normalized by the number of
indexed terms.
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To address this problem, research efforts have also tried to identify and ex-
tract more relevant XML fragments from the sub-tree whose root node is an
LCA. XSeek[10] is one such solution, producing a meaningful LCA (MLCA),
which classifies and analyzes XML tags by using XML schema information and
the positions of query keywords. In the case of XSeek, nodes related to a query
are selected and extracted in the order of their relevance to a query. Another
approach, eXtract[4], is an expansion of MLCA and infers a user’s search pur-
pose by analyzing queries. In eXtract, queries are classified into two cases: (1)
extracting an explicit search target and (2) extracting neighbors of the search
target.

The purpose of these approaches is similar to that of ours: we wish to re-
turn the reconstructed XML fragments. Our method is, however, based on an
information retrieval technique for achieving effective XML search, while the
abovementioned approaches utilize LCA for the purpose of efficiency.

4.2 Document-Centric XML

Since most document-centric XML documents contain multiple terms in their
text nodes, the existing approaches for searching document-centric XML docu-
ments focuses on an effective search. In other words, the key objective is to rank
more relevant XML fragments higher in the result list. Therefore, conventional
information retrieval techniques are often utilized. Another approach is to refine
the result list, for example, by removing insignificant fragments or reducing their
scores.

Scoring methods for XML fragment search are often derived from the ones
used in document search. For example, TF-IPF[2], a popular scoring method for
XML fragment search, is an XPath8-based scoring method that extends the well-
known TF-IDF[13] approach for document search. Another popular approach for
XML fragment search is BM25E[9], which is based on Okapi’s BM25[12] scoring
method for document search.

Although these approaches have been successful, a gap between XML frag-
ment search and document search remains. The goal of XML fragment search
is to extract the relevant part of an XML document directly, whereas that of
document search is to simply find relevant documents. Extracting relevant XML
fragments for a given query is similar to generating snippets in a traditional
document search. Snippets, which are short summaries of Web pages that help
users judge whether the documents are worth reading, are generated by us-
ing information extraction techniques. Since both XML fragments and snippets
present useful information to users, such information extraction techniques can
be applied to our scoring method.

Manning et al. noted that snippets should have useful information and be
maximally informative to a query[11]. To satisfy such requirements, we consider
statistics calculated by query conditions[5]; such statistics consist of two compo-
nents: (1) the ratio of XML fragments containing query keywords amongst XML

8 http://www.w3c.org/TR/xpath
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fragments satisfying the constraints of the structure of the given query and (2)
the number of query keywords in each XML fragment. In this paper, we denote
(1) as the query structure score and (2) as the query keyword score. In our pre-
vious study[5], [7], our experiments showed that such methods are more effective
than the approaches that do not consider query statistics. We also found that the
length of the retrieved XML fragments increases when we use these statistics.

As mentioned above, removing useless or low-scoring fragments is also effec-
tive. Although all granularities of XML fragments should be treated as search
targets, the effectiveness of the results decreases sharply if a search engine re-
turns noninformative XML fragments. Extremely small XML fragments are often
not suitable for search results; Hatano et al. noted that when such meaningless
XML fragments are removed, search accuracy improves[3]. Furthermore, our pre-
vious study suggests that large XML fragments are also inappropriate for search
results[7]. Therefore, we should consider the length of XML fragments.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we investigate the Ad hoc track of INEX 2010 and drew a rough
sketch of our ongoing work. Since our previous methods could not always obtain
relevant search results, we should propose a novel approach for returning search
results and refine them to adjust to INEX 2010.
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